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EXECUTIVE LEATHER SEATS (PAIR)
Executive leather reclining seats are replacement leather-faced assemblies for MGB, V8, Midget
and Sprite models, offering unrivalled comfort and style. They are supplied in pairs, with headrests.
The centre panels on the Executive leather seat are distinctively rouched for that extra luxurious
touch. Other features include a specially sculpted back or ‘squab’ for vastly superior comfort and
support, plus a smooth-acting, easy-to-use rotary reclining control. The seat base (‘cushion’) follows
the 1970s MG seat profile, banishing clearance worries with the seat on maximum runner adjustment.
Importantly, this cushion profile also means that the seat’s occupant is still held correctly by the
seat belt, since the critical hip position is the same as that specified by the MG design engineers.
Available in thirteen colour schemes, four with contrasting piping. Increasing the luxury of these
seats, a low energy, highly efficient heated seat option may also be specified. Note that there may
be space constraints for taller drivers (6’ and over) if installing these seats in a Midget or Sprite.
Easy to fit. Executive leather recliners are straightforward to install in an MGB as
they simply fit directly to the car’s existing seat runners. During the process, don’t
forget to replace all self-locking Nyloc nuts that you undo with new ones. To install
the seats in a Midget or Sprite, a set of MGB seat runners will be required - some
new runner mounting holes will also be required in the floor panel.
Basic hand tools required. For MGBs, an AF socket set and spanners, plus a
crosshead screwdriver are the only tools needed to remove the runners from the
car and your old seats and transfer them to the Executive seats. For Midgets and
Sprites, all of the above will be required plus a 1/4” or 6.5mm drill to make new
mounting holes in the floor, once you’ve decided upon the optimum position.
MORE GREAT RECOMMENDATIONS:

EXECUTIVE LEATHER
HEATED SEAT OPTION

ULTIMATE CARPET SET
(MGB OR MGB GT)

CLASSIC LEATHER
PANEL SET (MGB OR MGB GT)

